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WORKSHOP REPORT
The Legal and Human Rights Centre
(LHRC) in Dar es Salaam and World ComicsFinland arranged a joint comics workshop in
April 2003 in Dar es Salaam.
The workshop trained 18 cartoonists and
comics artists in how to make anti-corruption
campaign comics in close collaboration with
an organisation.
The artists had been chosen from among the
the members of Tanzania Popular Media
Association (TAPOMA).
LHRC provided the professional knowledge on
corruption issues. The participants made three
to six pages long stories, which are all
collected in this report.
Duration: April 7 to 12, 2003.
Location: National Library Conference Hall,
Dar es Salaam
Participants: Cloudy Chatanda, Francis
Bonda, Ally Fikiri, Bishop Hiluka, Chris
Katembo, King Kinya, Adam Lutta, Willy
Lyamba, Fadhili Mohammed, Nathan
Mpangala, Sammi Mwamkinga, Robert
Mwampembwa, Paul Ndunguru, Ms. Lydia
Poo. Ms. Digna Rocky, Ms. Zaituni Saeedia,
Michael Sagikwa, Noah Yongolo.
Resource persons: James Gayo, Katti KaBatembo (TAPOMA), Kaleb Lameck (LHRC),
Leif Packalén and Ville Tietavainen (World
Comics-Finland).

From Noah Yongolo’s story Bwana Chapwijo

Programme
Day one:
Comics communication basics - why it is
clever to use comics
Samples from different parts of the world
Inputs needed - steps in the production of
comics
Focus on three specific anti-corruption themes
Day two:
Work on the scripts
Feedback and discussions (with LHRC)
Visual scripts
Day three:
Making the stories into comics
Actual artwork
Day four:
Actual artwork
Day five:
Finalising artwork
Feedback and discussion (with LHRC)
Ranking the comics
Day six:
Artists’ cooperation strategies
Artists’ marketing to NGOs
Discussions on future cooperation
Evaluation
Meeting of TAPOMA

The comics: Each participant proposed a
story according to the focuses decided by
LHRC:
1. Corruption in the distribution of medicines in
hospitals
2. Corruption with casefiles in the courts
3. Corruption in elections

From Ms. Zaituni Saeedia’s story “Haki”

THE COMICS

The stories were presented in a rough form to
the resource team, which suggested changes
and adjustments so that the messages were
clear. After the go-ahead the artists worked on
the visual storytelling, i.e. converting the story
into comics. The artists were told to finish at
least a few pages so that the LHRC could
judge the quality and contents of the
campaign material.

HOSPITAL THEME

The procedure taught the artists to present
their story proposals and to make necessary
adjustments for the sake of clarity in the
messages which the LHCR wanted to convey
in their campaign.

ELECTION THEME

The comics are presented in their full length in
this report so that readers can better judge the
contents in relation to the anti-corruption
campaign messages.
Conclusion: The workshop showed that the
professional level of the cartoonists and
comics artists is very high in Tanzania, but
they are not very much used to work for NGOs
such as LHRC in campaigns. More efforts on
marketing their skills to the Tanzanian NGO
community would be of importance. It is sad to
think there is so much unused capacity in
Tanzania for using local comics in campaign
work.
Leif Packalén
Chairman
World Comics - Finland

Mama Mshiko by Michael Sagikwa
Pesambele by Nathan Mpangala
Hospitalini by Cloudy Chatanda
Mwantumu by King Kinya
Haki Afya by Robert Mwampembwa
Haki by Ms. Zaiyuni Saeedia

Mabadiliko by Sammi Mwamkinga
Zinduka by Bishop J. Hiluka
Zawadi Chungu by Chris Katembo
Nipe nikupe by Ms. Lydia Paul
Kufakunoga by Francis Bonda
Bwana Mapesa by Ally Fikiri
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COURT CLERKS THEME
Tajiri Machinga by Ms. Digna Rocky
Kesi ya Matata by Fadhili Mohammed
Bwana Chapwijo by Noah Yongolo
Nini chanzo by Adam Lutta
Uonevu by Willy Lyamba
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MAMA MSHIKO (Mama “Tight Grip“)
Story and artwork: Michael Sagikwa, Box 5207 Morogoro,
telephone 0744-835443
Mama Leila takes her baby who is sick with malaria to the
hospital. A medicine is prescribed for her, but the nurse demands Shs 1000 for it. Mama Leila is shocked and says
that the government has promised to provide medicines
free for children, but the nurse insists and they have an
argument. Mama Leila says that this is corruption and the
nurse tells her to leave. Meanwhile the doctor has heard
the noise and intervenes. Mama Leila gets her medicine.
The doctor calls the nurse into his office and sacks her.
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PESAMBELE (bring money)
Story and artwork: Nathan Mpangala, Box 5058 Dar es Salaam,
telephone 0741-262902, e-mail kijasti@hotmail.com
A mother takes her sick child to the government hospital. The doctor demands money for the
medicine which should be given free. She has no money, and the doctor tells her to go and
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find it and come back. Meanwhile he gives the baby a mild painkiller.
The mother goes to a traditional healer who wants a chicken. Then the child dies. The neighbours gather and the father wants to take revenge on the doctor. One of the neighbours calms
him down and says “there is a law“. Next week the neighbour goes to the police and they set
up a trap for the doctor and he is arrested.
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HOSPITALINI (In the hospital)
Story and artwork: Cloudy Chatanda, Box 14894 Dar es Salaam,
telephone 0744-245746, e-mail chatanda@hotmail.com
A woman takes her baby who has high fever to the hospital. The patients outside discuss their situation and it transpires that medicines
are unavailable. However, a nurse gives some medicines to a patient
while receiving a bribe. A policeman happens to see it and in the end
the nurse and her briber are arrested and taken to the police.
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MWANTUMU
Story and artwork: King Kinya, Box 71986 Dar es Salaam, telephone 0744-053271,
e-mail kinyatoonet@hotmail.com
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Two nurses (one of them Mama Mwantumu) make a habit of demanding bribes “chai“ (tea) and
leave the patients untreated, if they don’t get money from the relatives. A patient’s brother contacts the Prevention of Corruption Bureau at the regional headquarters, and the case is reported. In the end the culprits are brought to book.
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HAKI AFYA (right to health)
Story and artwork: Robert Mwampembwa, Box 11268 Dar es Salaam,
telephone 0748-312141, e-mail rrobo22@hotmail.com
A woman approaches the hospital in labour pain. The nurse demands a

bribe in order to treat her. She delivers the baby outside the hospital. A
journalist happens to pass by and takes photos of the woman in her dire
circumstances. The story is published in the newspaper and when the
minister of health reads it, he phones the hospital in question and dismisses both the head doctor and the nurse.
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HAKI (justice)
Story and artwork: Ms. Zaituni Saeedia. Box 9033 Dar es Salaam,
telephone 0744-804331, e-mail zsaeedia@hotmail.com
Neema is sick with high fever and goes to the hospital. The doctor demands, in return
for his services, that Neema should come to him for sex later. Neema goes away horrified and turns to a children’s rights centre for help. There they arrange for her medical
treatment and she gets well.
Afterwards Neema goes with a lady from the centre to the Prevention of Corruption Bureau. Together they plan a trap for the doctor.
Neema enters the doctor’s office and says she is “ready“. Moments later police officers
burst in and arrest the doctor.
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MABADILIKO (changes)
Story and artwork: Sammi Mwamkinga, Box 71986 Dar es Salaam,
telephone 0744-263694, e-mail sammituni@hotmail.com
The lazy people have several times elected Hon. Chauchau (Hon.
“Bribe“) as their M.P. At election times he gave them gifts, but did
nothing for them in between.
The lazy people got fed up and wanted change. Adili (the Righteous) started to talk to them. Despite Chauchau’s desperate insisting on that they had to re-elect him for another five years, the people in the end elected Adili as their representative.
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ZINDUKA! (the awakening)
Story and artwork: Bishop J. Hiluka, Box 14894 Dar es Salaam,
telephone 0744-518609, e-mail bjhiluka@yahoo.com
The M.P. Mr Kisasa is always re-elected and the people of his constituency are tired. They feel that he does not remember what he
has promised to do for them. They decide to ask questions at the
rally. Kisasa explains how he has to spend a lot on the campaign,
and has to get that money from somehwere. Therefore he has no
time for his constituency’s affairs. The people realize that this is not
in their interest.
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ZAWADI CHUNGU (bitter gift)
Story and artwork: Chris Katembo, telephone 0741-257132,
e-mail ckatembo@yahoo.com
The villagers received gifts from the prospective M.P. Mr Mahela.
They were impressed by him and happy to elect him as their M.P.
When the results came, they were pleased and looked forward to
development in their village. However, Mr Mahela never even visited the village again, and things continued as before. The villagers
decided to be aware of this type of politicians in the future.
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NIPE NIKUPE (I give to you - you give to me)
Story and artwork: Ms. Lydia Paul, Box 31419, Dar es Salaam, telephone 2131909 or mobile 0744-279905,
e-mail lydiapoo@yahoo.com
Mindo Alwatu - a well-known figure in town wants to contest the elections for M.P. He spends a lot of money going
around the town buying drinks to people, citing his slogan “nipe -nikupe“. The townspeople don’t find a man with
such a slogan reliable, and he is not elected.
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KUFAKUNOGA
Story and artwork: Francis Bonda, telephone 0741-490674,
e-mail kadogoo@hotmail.com

The village chairman prepares the villagers for the visit of the parliamentary candidate, Mr Nyangema.
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After receiving the “brown envelopes“ he asks the school teacher
to bring the children to sing in the rally. Beers are given free to all
drinkers in Mama Salome’s bar, and a ngoma (dance) in the candidate’s honour is performed.

Mr Kisena from the village decides to mount his own campaign and
the people are happy.However, on the polling day, after some rigging, Mr Nyangema wins.
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Kisena and his followers make a petition to the court, which decides
that since Nyangema used corruption and dubious means to win,

his result will be nullified and Kisena gets the seat .
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BWANA MAPESA (“Mr Mapesa“ mapesa =money)
Story and artwork: Ally Fikiri, Box 5207 Morogoro
Of the village’s three candidates for parliament Mr Mapesa was the only one who offered
food and drink to the villagers. He said that it was only the beginning, so they decided to
vote for him.
He was elected.
A delegation from the village approached Mr Mapesa to talk about their bad roads, but
the M.P. just laughed, and said that they did not understand that he could not deal with so
small things. The villagers realized they had been deceived and thought of the lesson they
had learnt.
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TAJIRI NA MACHINGA (The Shopowner and the vendors)
Story and artwork: Ms. Digna Rocky, telephone 0744-898623
Mr Chapa is annoyed with the vendors who sell their goods outside his shop. He
goes to the police and asks him to go and arrest the vendors. The police agrees but
wants a bribe. A senior officer discovers what is happening, and arrests them both.
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KESI JA MATATA (Matata’s case (matata = problems)
Story and artwork: Fadhili Mohammed, Box 33777 Dar es Salaam, chandeson@yahoo.com
Matata is a retired officer whose benefits have not been paid for the last two years. He re-
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ceives a letter to go to the court in Dar es Salaam. In the court his case cannot be heard as his case
file is lost. The clerk tells him that his file can be found if he gives money. He contacts the Prevention
of Corruption Bureau, whose agents come to the bar where the handing over of the money takes
place. They arrest the clerk.
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BWANA CHAPWIJO
Story and artwork: Noah Yongolo, Box 78213 Dar es Salaam, telephone 2460314
Chapwijo has been charged to court for embezzling funds. In the court the judge announces
that he cannot proceed as Chapwijo’s file is lost. The court clerk and judge have done it delib-
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erately, as they plan to share bribe money. When the case is up next time the same story the file is not found. Chapwijo gets upset and contacts the Prevention of Corruption Bureau,
and together with its representative they decide to make a trap for the judge. Chapwijo contacts the judge, agrees to pay a bribe, and this is witnessed by the PCB officials.
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NINI CHANZO (what a story!)
Story and artwork: Adam Lutta, The Guardian Ltd, Box 31042 Dar es Salaam, telephone
0741-474200
A journalist is given an assignment by his editor. He needs to see an official police file for
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background information for a story. He goes to the Police Commander and is told that the file is
lost. A bit laster, the Commander says that if the journalist can give him “something“ the file can
be found.
The journalist says that he does not need the file anymore as he is going to write about police
corruption instead. Suddenly the file is found..
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UONEVU (Despise)
Story and artwork: Willy Lyamba, Box 14894 Dar es Salaam, telephone 0741-220206, e-mail
wlyamba@hotmail.com
Young Mchepe was unfairly discontinued from his work on tribal grounds. He decides to demand his rights and went to the Labour Law Court. The clerk advises him to bribe the judge in
order to win his case easily. He refuses vehemently. He loses the case as his opponents had
bribed the judge.
Mchepe takes the case to an Appeals Court and the judge promises, through and intermediary,
to have him to win. Mchepe comes with the money and at the same instance the police, who he
had alerted.

